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Antennas on Circular Cylinders
H. LOTTRUP KNUDSENt

Summary-On the basis of the results obtained by Silver and
Saunders [4] for the field radiated from an arbitrary slot in a perfectly conducting circular cylinder,
expressions have been derived
for thefield radiated by a narrow helical slot, with an arbitraryaperture field distribution, in a circular cylinder. The cases of a standing
wave and a progressing wave aperturefield are given particular consideration. It has also been indicated how a finite width of the slot
can be taken intoconsideration. The results for the helical slot have
been used for calculating the field radiated from a U-shaped slot
antenna in a circular cylinder.
By a procedure similar to the one used by Silver and Saunders,
expressions have been derived forfield
theradiated from an arbitrary
surface current distributionon a cylinder surface coaxial with a perfectly conducting cylinder. The cases where the space between the
two cylindrical surfaces have the same characteristic constants and
different constants are treated separately.
Extensive numerical computations of the field radiated from the
slot antennas described here are being carried
out, but no numerical
results are yetavailable.

INTRODUCTION

D

URIIKG the last ten or

[4], is outstanding in this author's opinion. Their paper
has served, or could have served, as a
model for any
paper dealing with the field radiated from a slot, with
a prescribed aperture field in a circular cylinder having
a diameter of the same orderof magnitude as the wavelength. I t has also served as the basis for all our slot
antenna computations and asa model for the computations made here regarding the field radiated from wire
antennasnearcircularcylinders.Weshall,therefore,
start by stating the result of Silver and Saunders in a
form suitable for our own use.

ARBITRARY
SLOTIN CIRCULAR CYLINDER
Forconvenient reference, me shallstateherethe
formuladerived by Silver and Saunders for the field
radiated by an arbitrary slot in an infinitelylong circular cylinder. Consider a circular cylinder with radius a
as shown in Fig. 1. A rectangularcoordinatesystem

fifteen years, there has
beena greatinterestinantennas
on or near
circular cylinders. In particular, a large number
z^
in
of papers have dealt with the radiation from slots
such cylinders. In 1958 the author [1] gave a survey of
theresults of this work. Thereportcontainingthis
survey was made for the Martin Company, Littleton,
Colo., bytheP.E.C.Corporation,Boulder,
Colo.,
and published by this corporation. This report contains
references to the literature, working formulas for the
radiated fields, and a compilation of graphs of radiated
fields, many of these graphs published for the first time
there. No derivations of the formulas are given; in colFig. l-Arbitrary slot in circular cylinder.
lecting the material for this report,a bibliography published by M7ait [2] in 1957 n7as found very helpful.
Wait [3] has published a very useful monograph in (x, y, z) is introduced with theaxis of the cylinder as the
which a large amount of material is compiled regarding z axis, and we further introduce a cylindrical coordinate
the fields radiated from slots in circular cylinders and
system ( p , #, z) and a sphericalcoordinatesystem
other types of cylinders; derivations of the formulas are ( r , 6, #) related in the conventional way with the recgiven in the necessary detail, and the meaning of the tangular coordinate system.On the surface of the cylinformulas are in many cases made clear by graphs. Much der is a slot of arbitrary shape; the slot is situated
in the
of the material in the book is due tohis own investiga- region between z =z1, and z = a (21<z?), and itis bounded
tions.
bp the curves6= &(z) and 4 = #z(z).
The present paper deals with the field radiated from
I t is assumed that the tangential component of the
various types of antennas on or near circular cylinders. electric field strength in the slot is described by
The work described is a minor part of some work which
the author undertook for the P.E.C. Corporation on a
E+ = {
:1(4'
in
the
aperture,
contract with the Martin Company from September,
outside the aperture,
1958, until June, 1959.
E, = ('~(4, z) in theaperture,
Among the many excellent papers published during
the last decade on the field radiated from slot antennas
outside the aperture,
in circular cylinders one paper, by Silver and Saunders
where Fl(#, z) and &(#, z) are prescribed functions of
t The Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen, Denmark. 4 and z.

I
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Here, and in what follows, weuse as a time factor
eiot and define the wave number k = %/X where X is the
wavelength. The components of the
electric
field
strength in the far zone field may then be expressed as

Er

=

0,

=

j'1+'e-i"4
- - 5 . sln 8H,,(2)'(kasin

e-ik r

2n2r l,=--a

8)

I,,(Y),

where in(') are dimension-free quantities given by

- e j [ k ~ ( u ~ ~ Bu +dn ~ ( u ~ ~ u ~ ) l uz)hg(ul,
h l ( z ~ l , 2i2)du1,du?

where

M ) J

K
In(K)

&(E)

= S,:(dteikt cos 8

F,(& E)einDd/3

K

=

1 and 2.

61(E)

In carrying out the above integration,
i t is convenient
to be able to use any orthogonal coordinates ( u l , ZCZ) on
the cylinder surface which fit the geometry of the slot.
Forthispurpose, we redefine thecomponents of the
aperture field P by
E+ =

E, =

intheaperture,
outside the aperture,

zt?)

{:1(,~1,

F2(u1,u.)

in theaperture,

{o

outside the aperture.

An element of length dl on the cylinder surface
may now be expressed by
dl

r =a

=

1 and 2 .

This is a convenient formulation of Silver and Saunders' results for many practical purposes.
HELICAL
SLOTI N CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Arbitrary dperture Field
Althoughthere is a considerablepracticalinterest
attached to the use of inclined slots in a circular cylinder, to the author's knowledge no analytical expression
for, and no numerical computation of, the field radiated
from an inclined slot in a circular cylinder have been
published so far. The content of this section isa revised
edition of part of aMaster'sthesisbyPedersen
[5];
the thesis work n-as done under the author's direction in
1958.
II?th reference to Fig. 2, let us first consider an in-

+(h,d~n)~,

= .\/(hld~1)~

where k l = h l ( ~ 1zl.2)~ and 1% = I z z ( u ~ , u2) are functions of
the coordinates u1 and up. We further express 5 and /3 as
functions of u 1 and U Z ,

E

=

E(%

B = P(zt1,

Uz),
U?).

Oftenthetangentialelectric
field F(u1, u?) in the
aperture is expressed as a certain constant voltage Vo
divided by a certain constant lengthw and multipliedby
a normalized dimension-free field distribution function
h 1 , uz)

q

i
Fig. 2-Helical

slot in circular cylinder.

finitely narrow, helical slot inan infinitely long, circular
cylinder, and let us assume that the field in the slot is
a.
I t may be convenient to further express the far zone prescribed. Theradius of the cylinderiscalled
The centerline of the slot is assumed to be a piece of a
field B ( r , 8, 6)in the following way
helix with its midpointpassingthroughthepoint
e-13r
(x,y, z) = ( a , 0, 0) as shown in Fig. 2. The angle which
E(?, e, 4 ) = vo-qe, 4).
the helix forms with a plane transverse to the axis is
r
called v. We introduce a coordinate u along the slot so
The normalized electric field strength 2(0,4),which does that s=au is the length of arc in the u direction. The
ends of the slot are assumed to be situatedat
not depend upon r, has the components
Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on September 25, 2009 at 08:37 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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eo=

-- cos

2r2sin 0

5

jn+le-jn9jn
H,("(ka sin 0)

The tangential component of the aperture field is assumed to be transverse to the slot. Denoting by? a unit
vectorpointinginsuchadirectiontransverse
to the
slot that 3x9 is a unit vector pointing normally outwards from the cylinder surface,
we may express the
tangential aperture field by

sin 2a
=

Hnw

W

2a

where V ohas the dimensionof voltage and w the dimension of length,whereby f(g) becomesdimension-free.
We may thinkof w as the width of the slot andof Vo as
a reference voltage across the slot.
Using the general formulas for the field radiated from
an arbitrary slot in a circular cylinder given in the last
section, we may now obtain the following expressions
for thecomponents of the normalizedelectric
field
strength radiated from theinclined slot
jn+le-in+jn
cos
'
e# = -~
279 sin 0
H , @ ) ( k asin e)

with
H,

=

ka cos v cos 0 -

e+=-

2r2,I=-x)

jne-indj,
- sin z'
H,(2)'(kasin e)

+

9% C O S

v

COS

e

ka sin2 0

where

sin u.

The present formulas differ from the corresponding expressions for an infinitely narrow, inclined slot with the
same field distribution only by the factor P,, which is
presenthere,butabsentintheformulas
for theinfinitely narrow slot. Ifwe let the width, w ,of the slot
tend towards zero, we find
lim P,

2

m

?

H,ZJ

P,

1

Pn

=

1.

E-0

The expressions for the components eo and e+, derived
here, then converge towards the expressions for eo and
e+ for an infinitely narrow, inclined slot, as they should.
In the following, only the expressionsfor an infinitely
narrow slot will be stated.

Sinusoidal Aperture Field
One use of the above expressions is for obtaining an
approximate
expressionforthe
field radiatedfrom a
K,, = ka sin v cos 0 n cos 8.
plane, inclined slot with a sinusoidal aperture field.
Whentheaperture
field isgiven, i e . , when f(o) is
A plane slot in a circular cylinder actually is of
part
an
known, the integral j , may be computed and the field ellipse. However, when the slot is short, as compared to
found from the above formulas.
the circumference of the cylinder, it may be
well apSo far, we haveconsideredonlyinfinitelynarrow
proximated by part of a helix. The theory given in the
slots. I t is desirable also to have formulas available for last section may, therefore, be used in finding the field
the field radiated from an inclined slot of finite width. radiatedfromsuchaslot.Thelength
of theslotis
Considering an inclined slot with a finite width w , as called 1, and the center of the slot is assumed to be
shown in Fig. 3, and assuming that the tangential aper- situated a t (x,y, z) = ( a , 0, 0). A sinusoidal field distribution in the slot will then be expressed by the normaln
z
ized field distribution function
A

with

+

f(.)

=

Ira
cos - 6.
1

Insertingthisfunctionintheaboveformulaforthe
integral j,, we obtain
2na

- COS

1

Fig. 3-Inclined

I
K, 2a

slot with finite width.

ture field is transverse to the longitudinal direction of
the slot and that the field does not vary in the transverse direction, we find that the formulas for the radiated fields given above should be replacedby

where K , is given above. This expression for j , should
be inserted in the above expressions
for the 0- and 4Components of the normalized electric field strength 2.
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Setting Y = 0 in the formulas described above, we obtain the well-known formulas for the field radiated from
a circumferential slot. On the other hand, setting
v = 90"
in the above mentioned formulas,we obtain expressions
which are identical with the
well-known formulas for the
axial slot found inthe literature, exceptfor the fact that
the two formulas have oppositesigns. This difference in
sign is due to the circumstance that here the positive
direction for the field in the aperture is chosen as the
direction of 6 (which in the case of the axial slots becomes 6 =
whereas in most papers dealing with_the
axial slot, it is customary tochoose the direction of 4 as
the positive direction for the aperture field.
In the above investigation, we have assumed the inclined slot to be helical instead of being an ellipse as i t
would be if the slot were formed by cutting thecylinder
with a plane. The distance A between the end points of
the actual elliptical slot and the helical slot (see Fig. 4)
is approximately

-4)

PROPAGATION

December

A

z

4

Fig. 4-Relative deviation of helical slot from
plane, elliptical slot.
0003

E
a002

0.009

1

A = a sin v(c$,,, - sin &),

0
0'
Y

where
1 cos

Fig. 5-Relative deviation of helical slot from
plane, elliptical slot.

z'

(pm=-.

2a

For an axial slot (v = 90°), we have the following addiFor thespecial case of a half wavelength slot, the relativetional symmetry relation
distance E between the helix and the ellipse at their end
points, defined as the distance A divided by the length
e,$@, - 4) = e,$(& 4).
1 of the slot, has been plotted in Fig. 5. I t is seen from
this figure that when the diameter of the cylinder is one All of the previous symmetry relations alsohold for the
approximate field expressions obtained from the exact
wavelength or more, the maximum relative deviation E
expressions
by replacing the summation from - to 00
between the actual and the approximating slot is only
by a summation from --47 to A.' The above symmetry
a few tenths of one per cent.
From the aboveexpressions for the componentsof the relations may therefore beused as a partial check in
carrying out the numerical computations.
field radiated by aninclined slot with a sinusoidal aperture field distribution, we may obtain thefollowing symProgressing Aperture W a v e Field
metry relations
edr -

e, -4)

=

e&,

$1,

e d r - 0, -4) = e+(@,4).
Sincethesesymmetryrelations
couldalso have been
establisheddirectlybyinspection
of the geometrical
properties of the slot and its excitation, the derivation
of these relations furnishes a partial check of the above
expressions. The precedingsymmetryrelationsseem
generally toexhaustthesymmetryproperties
of the
field radiated from an inclined slot with a symmetric
excitation. However, in special cases further symmetry
relations may exist. For
a circumferential slot (v=O),
for example, we have further
e@, -4) = 4 4

e&, -4) =

$1,

- e.&,

4).

I t has been suggested that the field radiated from a
helical slot in a circular cylinder with
a progressing wave
in the aperture be investigated. We assume that the
normalizedaperture field distribution f(a) isaprogressing wave given by
f
(
.
)

=

e-iplsou

where p is the quotient between the velocity
of light and
the velocity of the aperture wavefield. Considering only
a helical slotwithanintegralnumber,
of turns, we
obtain, by using the general expression for the radiated
field given above, the following expression for the normalized field a(0, 4) radiated from the slot

a(e, $1

=

G(e)z*(e, 4 -

(117

- I)..),

where G(0) is the array characteristic of an array of A7
single turns, and wherea*(0, +) is the field radiated from
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a single turn of such a helical slot. The components of
the normalized electric field strength Z*(B, +) radiated
from a single turn are given by

.[-sin

2
A

2

+ nkacossin2cose e
8

‘u

S365

-0

(b)

(a)

Fig. &Helical slot with ( a ) an odd and
(b) an even number of turns.

where p = ka (tan v cos f3 -p/cos v).
I t should be noted that the above relation between
the field .? from a helical slot with N turns and the field
Z* from a single turn of this slot connects Z(0, +), not
with Z*(f3, +), but with Z*(t?, + - ( A 7 - 1 ) ~ ) .
This is due
to the fact that helical slots with an even number of
turns are oriented differently in the coordinate system
(x, y, z) from the helical slot with an odd number
of
turns, in that the end-points of a helical slot with an
evennumber of turnsaresituatedonthe
line %=a,
y=O, whereas the end-points of a helical slot with an
odd number of turns are situated on the line x = --a,
y = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the cases of N = 1
and N = 2 .

I
I
I
I

\

I

Fig. 7-U-shaped

U-SHAPED SLOT
IN CIRCULAR
CYLINDER
One type of antenna that seems to be generally used
as a flush-mounted,radiatingelement
in a circular
cylinder is a U-shaped slot. In this section, expressions
shall be derived for such an antenna under the assumption that the slot infinitely
is
narrow, and thati t is made
up of parts of three helical slots. Only the case of a symmetrical slot shall be considered here.
I n Fig. 7 is shown a symmetrical, U-shaped slot on
the surface of a circular cylinder with radius
a. The
length of the central part of the slot is called t and the
length of the outer partsof the slot d. A coordinate system ( x , y, z) is introduced as shownin the figure, so that
the midpoint of the slot is located at ( x , y, z) = ( Q , 0, 0).
The slot isgiven a positivedirection,andtheangle
which the central partof the slotso oriented forms with
a plane transverse to theaxis of the cylinder iscalled v.
We introduce a dimension-free coordinate u along the
slot with a=O corresponding to one end-point of the
slot, and so defined that s=aa is the length of the arc
along the slot. The aperture field in the slot is assumed
to be everywhere transverse to the longitudinal
direction of the slot. The component F7(u) of the aperture
field in the transverse direction, counted positive from
the“inside” of theslottowardsthe“outside,”
isas-

I

/

slot in circular cylinder.

sumed t o be

vo

F,(a) = - sin qa,
W

where

By using the general formulas given above for the field
radiated from an arbitrary slot with an arbitrary aperture field distribution, we then obtain the following expressions for the components of the normalized electric
field strength of the field radiated from the U-shaped
slot with a sinusoidal aperture field distribution,
eo=

-~

jn+le-in+

l 5

2n2 sin 0 ,,=- H,(2)(kasin 0)

1

“

jne-ind,

e + = - 2 ~ ,2,- Hn(2)’(kasin e) [ A n

Bn,

e
+ kan cos
sin2e

T Bn],

where

A , = j,* cos v - j n @ )sin v,
B,

= jn*

sin v

+ j n ( z )cos v,
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Fig. 8-Surface current distribution on circular cylindrical surface
coaxial with conducting, circular cylinder.

the region

K,(l)

=

ka cos v sin 0 -

K,@) = ka sin v cos 0

+

~

1

6

~

5

The
~ 2surface
.
current
density

x(+,z ) =K+(+,z ) 6 + K e ( 4 , z)? is given by

sin c,

fz

cos v.

1%

krd =

(s'(0,

4)

~= =

{:2(0,

intheaperture,
outside the aperture,

4)

in the aperture,

A partial check of the above formulas may be obtained by applying them to the case of d = 0, in which
case the U-shaped slot degenerates into an ordinary inclined slot with the length c. It may readily be verified
that inthiscasetheaboveformulassimplifytothe
formulas obtained previously for a simple inclined slot.
ARBITRARY

CURRENT

DISTRIBUTION
ON

CIRCUL.lR

CYLINDRICAL
SURFACE
COAXIAL
WITH CIRCULAR,
CONDUCTING CYLINDER
The author has been asked to
solve the problem of
computing the field radiated from a helical wire, with
a progressing current wave, coaxial with a conducting,
circularcylinder. This problemmay beconsidereda
particular case of the more general problem of finding
the field radiated from an arbitrary, given distribution
of surface currenton a circular cylinder coaxial withthe
conducting,circularcylinder.Sincethelatter,more
general problem may be solved with only
a little more
work than required for solving the particular problem
of a helical current distribution, and since the solution
of the general problem may also have practical applications to otherproblems, we shall heresolve this problem.
Consider a perfectly conducting cylinder Lvith radius
a and a coaxial, circular cylindrical surface with radius
b as shown in Fig. 8. I n formulating the problem, \\-e
shall use cylindrical coordinates (p, @,z) with the axis
of the cylinder as the z axis, whereas for espressing the
far zone field, we shall use spherical coordinates( r , 8,+),
thesecoordinates being relatedtothecylindricai
coordinates in the usual wa17. On the cylindrical surface
with radius b, a distribution of electric current is assumed to exist. The surface current density is assumed
to be equal to zero outside a finite region (the aperture),
the circumference of whichisgiven
bythecurves
4 = 4 l ( z ) and 4 = + 2 ( ~ ) , these curves being confined to

outside the aperture,
where Gl(O, 4) and G2(B, 4) are prescribed functions.The
problem is to find the field that satisfies Maswell's equations in the regions
a < p <b and b < p < cc , the boundary
conditions at the metallic surface p =u, the saltus conditions at thesurface p = b, and the radiation conditions
a t infinity (;.e., for Y+=). The boundary condition at
r = a is expressed by

E,

for p

=0

= a,

and the saltus condition at
p = b is expressed by

+

-B1*

HI,
and

8 2 6

=

K,!

- Hzr = K * [

El+ -

E24 =

0

for

p =

b,

Elr - E2= = 0

where index 1 refers to the inside and index
2 to the outside of the surface Y = b.
If the field set u p by a Hertz dipole neara conducting
circular cylinder were h o w n , the solution to the prohlem formulated above could be obtained as a vectorial
superposition of the fields set up by the infinitely many
dipoles, into which the present current distribution may
be decomposed. Kow, the farzone field of a Hertz dipole
near a conducting circular cylinder has been obtained
by Carter [ti],who first computed the current induced
in a Hertz dipole near a cylinder by an incident plane
wave and then used the reciprocity theorem. However,
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for the following three reasons, we shall here use a more
direct
approach,
without
making
use of Carter's
results.

Region 2

1) I t is inherent in Carter's derivation thathis results
can be used only for finding the farzone field. For
some problems, it may be desirable to have formulas available for the field a t a n y distance from
the current distribution.
expressions
for
Ep(?),Xpez),X,(2)
2) A certain amount of work is necessary for arriving and corresponding
and
X=("),
where
at the desiredresultusingCarter'sformulas.
It
seems,therefore,moremotivatedtospendthe
y = 2 / k 2 - h2,
energy in making a direct derivation of the formulas instead of using a method which depends and where the quantitiesan, b,, c,, d,l, e,, and f v l are conupon the use of the reciprocity theorem.
stants to be determined from the boundary conditions
3) As has been pointed out elsewhere by the author and the saltus conditionsof the problem.
[7] and by Kielsen [8], Carter'spaper,the exInserting the previously determined expressions for
cellence of whichisundisputed,containsmany
the field components in theequationsexpressingthe
trivial errors. I t seems, therefore, preferable to use boundary conditions and the saltus conditions, we find
a different and more direct method for obtaining
the desired formuIas.
( A n B n Cn Dn 0 0
The method whichwill be used for solvingthe present
problem is completely analogousto the method used by
Silver andSaunders [4] infinding the field radiated
from an arbitrary slot in
a circular cylinder. The surface
current density on the cylinder may beexpressed by the
following expansion

EnF,O

0

G n Hn

Jn

Kn L n

0

0

X n

i

Qn

0

o,,

0

0
1Mn

P, 0

R n S n Tn
0 x, Y, 0

Vn
2,

where

e-ih(z--f)dd.
The field outside the metallic cylinder is expressed by
superposition of basic sets of cylindrical waves (see for
exampleStratton [9]). Wehaveto
use different expansions in the region 1 (i.e., for a<p<b) and in the
region 2 (;.e., for b < p < 0s). The field in the region
a(a= 1 or 2) may be expressed by
E,(*)(p,4, 2) =
H,(")(p,

4, 2) =

S-1
S4,

E,(")(p,

4,

2;

.........

.....

. . . .

.......

lz)dh,

X v ( * ) ( p , 4, 2 ; h)dh,

where
a = 1 or 2

and

Y

= p,

or

2.

Region 1
,

m

(n=-m

r

L

P

and corresponding expressions for E+(1),
and Xz(l),

&('),

Solving the preceding system of six linear equations
and inserting the expressions for the
coefficients an to f,
so obtained in the expressions for the field components
given before, we obtain the expressions for the components of the electric and the magnetic field strength in
regions 1 and 2. As an example of the expressions for
these twelve quantities, we here give the expression for

Ep(2) ,
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r=

where
4 3 is the intrinsic impedanceof free space.
In the far zone field, those parts of the expressions for
the field components in which p occurs in the denominator areinsignificant as compared to the remaining parts
of these expressions. Making use of this fact, we notice
that each component of the electric field strength may
be expressed as

where

+
+ tnr(’)@z,

s2,, = s”n(1)4h

i,,, =

L(l)%

S,,,(%Z,

and where the index Y stands for one of the cylindrical
coordinates p , c$ and z . T h e symbols s,,, and t,, stand for
one of the coefficients e,, and f,,,and the coefficients sP
and t,* aredeterminedfromtheexpressions
for the
various components.
In the expression for the components in the far zone
field, we now approximate the Hankel function and its
derivative, both of argument ’yp, with the first term of
the asymptotic expansions. Introducing further sphericalcoordinatesinstead
of cylindricalcoordinates, we
find

n==

E,

=

0,

E s = --

j”+le-j“4Sn(ka sin 8, kb sin 8)
H n ( 2 ) ( k asin 8)

7 ej(;r‘4)
4?r

where

pe-jn+

{ 13J,::E(:GIG, t)ejnBdB
.e-ir(r

CO

S_ul(~z)

sin B f h cos

1-

l3l::E(:[
GB@,t)einBdB

sin B+h c o s

udh)

0)dh

}*

where
[S,*Sv,,(~)

- jt,*t,,(g)](k2

- hz)-llaeihE

= 1

dEejkc cos

,7.(€)

J

GK@,[)ejnBdj3

x

= 1or 2 ,

dl(€)

and where we haveintroducedthefunctions

--m

.e-jr(y

Ink)=

B)dh

m

%,(h) =

Using this approximation in the previous expression for
E,, we obtain the desired far zone expressions for the
cylindricalcomponents of theelectric field strength.
From these formulas,we finally obtain thefollowing expressionsfor the spherical components of the electric
field strength in the far zone field.

1

=

CO

.

as the variable may be obtained by using the saddlepoint method. Silver and Saunders
[4], in their paper
on the field radiated by an arbitrary slot in a circular
cylinder, have made a saddle-point evaluation of integrals of theabovetype.Forlargevalues
of r , they
hereby find

In=-m

J -m

E,(p, 9, z )

December

or 2.

For large values of r, ;.e., for points in the farzone field,
approximate expressions for the above integrals with k

Sn(x9 y)

=

J n ( x ) H n ( 2 ) ( y ) - Hn(2)(x)Jn(y),

Vn(x,y) = Jnl(x)H,,(Z)’(y) - a,,(’)’(X)J,,’(y).
In carrying out this integration, it is convenient to be
able to use any orthogonal coordinates (UI,U Z ) on the
cylinder surface which fit the geometry of the aperture.
For this purpose, we redefine the components G, of the
surface current distribution G on the cylindrical surface
r = b by
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R4 =

{:l(ul,

212)

Gz(u1,

Rz

=

{o

%2)

inthe“aperture,”
outside the “aperture,”
inthe“aperture,”
outside the “aperture.”

r = b may
An elementof length dl on the cylinder surface
now be expressed by
d l = 2/(h1dUJ2

+(hpd~z)~,

where hl=h1(ul, U Z ) and hz=lzz(ul, u2) are functions of
the coordinates u1 and 212. We further expressp and E as
functions of the coordinates u1 and 242,

P

=

H U l , 2121,

f = E(%,

24.

Often the surface current density ~ ( u UI Z, ) in the aperture is expressedas a certain constant currentIo divided
by a certain constant length w and multiplied by a normalized,dimension-freesurfacecurrentdistribution
function g(u1, U Z ) ,
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gz($, z) =0, then the radiated

field will have a 0 component and a component that are both nonvanishing
except in certain directions,;.e., in this case the radiated
fields ~7ill in general be elliptically polarized.
An obvious way of establishing a current distribution
on a circular cylindrical surface coaxial with a circular
conducting cylinder is to coat the conducting cylinder
with a dielectricorpermeablematerialandthento
establish the current distributionon the outside surface
of thiscoating.Theexpressionforthe
field radiated
from the current distribution on this structure has been
obtained by an analysis similar to the one made above
for the special case with no coating present. However,
since the resulting expressions are so complicated that
theirpracticalutilitymay
be questioned,theyare
omitted here.
#J

CONCLUSION

I t hasbeentheobject
of this paper to obtain an
analytical expression for the field radiated from slots in
and from wire antennas near conducting, circularcylinders under the assumption that the field in the slots or
the current in the wires are given. All the work done in
this report on the field radiated from various types of
slotsincircularcylindersisbasedonthepaperby
[4]regardingthe field radiated
We also introduce a normalized; dimension-free electric SilverandSaunders
from
an
arbitrary
slot
ina circular cylinder; this paper
field strength a(0, 4) in the far zone field defined by the
has
further
served
as
a
modelforall
the work done
equation
here on the field radiatedfromwireantennasnear
e-jk r
circular
cylinders.
Thederivation
of theformulas
E(?, 8 , d = u 0 -w , (PI,
in
this
report
has,
therefore,
in
principle
been
a fairly
Y
straightforward matter. However, due to the
complexwhere, a s usual,
d$i is the intrinsic impedan of ity of some of the physical problems solved here, the
the free space. We then have
derivations have in several cases
become rather involved.
The expressions for the far zone field in all the cases
j”+’e-jn+Sn(ku sin 8, kb sin 0)
treated in this paper are series expressions containing
eo =
4a n=-m
H , ( 2 ) ( k asin e)
cylinderfunctions. In general, very little information
regarding the radiated field can be obtained by inspection of the formulas. For obtaining the desired information, numerical computations must be carried out. For
cylinders having a diameter of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength, most of the field expressions
derived in this report are well suited for numerical computations. Due to the complexity of the formulas and
where
to the large amount of parameter values for which i t
will in general be desirable to have numerical computations carried out, the use of an electronic computer is
strongly indicated.

r=

~

It appears from the preceding expressions that when
the surface current density is purely axial,
ie., when
gl(4, z) =0, then the radiated field will have no componentinthe&direction,
;.e., E4=0. On theother
hand, the formulas also show that when the surface
rent
density
is purely
circumferential,
ie., when
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